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0 of 0 review helpful Five Stars By Donald Miles Thank you very much for your cooperation 0 of 0 review helpful 
Four Stars By Rick Orris good 0 of 0 review helpful Five Stars By Sharon in Pittsburgh A wonderful fascinating read 
The book is clearly written for the general reader and includes many descriptions of trance experiences It may serve as 
a good introduction to the nature and appeal of the shamanic revival in modern Western cultures Theological Book 
Review a case study in experiential anthropology that offers a unique mix of autobiography mythology experiential 
research and archaeological data to support a challenging thesis that certain body postures may help i From Publishers 
Weekly Anthropologist Goodman Speaking in Tongues documents the effects of body posture on trance experience 
Intrigued by the physical changes that take place during trance states she began to record the observations of students 
who entered 
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